ON SALE NOW 280 -

STAY SAFE EVERYONE!
This month - rain and flooding all over the
place. We apologise for some delays in sending your orders however we have been
checking the forecast before sending any
stamps to you— our very valued clients!

6. 6d CHESTNUT THIRD WMK PERF OS SG 076 Mint
Unhinged for …………………………………………..$ 59.00
7. 6d CHESTNUT OVERPRINTED OS SG 0127 and 0133
the set (2) both the small multiple and CofA stamps in
mint unhinged condition for…………………...…..$ 149.00
8. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 111, a
lovely fresh mint hinged example,
bright
colour
and
fresh
gum……………………………….$279.00

AUSTRALIAN STATES
9. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW
SG 135
CofA Watermark mint hinged, nice
fresh original gum for………...$ 249.00

10. 10/- GREY AND PINK FIRST WMK
SPECIMEN a lovely fresh mint unhinged
example, beautiful stamp.……..$999.00

1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1897 Consumptive Homes
Charity set complete ASC 79-80 superb fine used set (2)
in my opinion one of the most beautiful sets ever issued
world wide, this pair is just………………………..$ 199.00
2. VICTORIA £2 BLUE 1901 ASC
97 cancelled to order example of this
very scarce stamp…...……...$ 399.00

11. £1 GREY THIRD WMK PERFORATED OS BW 53Awc cancelled to order
as shown, full gum unhinged, scarce
stamp………………………..……$ 999.00
12. £2 FIRST WMK SG 16, a mint lightly
hinged example, one nibbled perforation at left, lovely bright colour, well
priced at…………………...…..$ 3,499.00
13. £1 GREY THIRD WMK SPECIMEN Type D, a mint
unhinged example with soft fluffy perforations, priced
to sell at just……………………………………………..$99.00

3. VICTORIA 1897 CHARITY ASC 79-80, a superb very
fine used pair as shown just……………………..…$159.00
4. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1893 Double surcharge ASC 26a 1/2d on 3d
brown, mint very lightly
hinged…………………………...$199.00

KANGAROOS

5. 2 1/2 d LARGE PERF OS SG 04, First
Watermark fresh and mint very lightly
hinged………………………………$249.00

14. SPECIMEN SET SMALL MULTIPLE WMK a complete
set (2) in Mint Unhinged condition for just…….$1,199.00
15. C OF A SPECIMEN 10/- TYPE C a
superb mint lightly hinged example
fresh and perfectly centred……$ 399.00

KGV
16. G27A DEEP PINK SALMON EOSIN
BW 71SA a lovely fine used example of
a very scarce sub-shade with Michael
Drury Certificate……………..$1,899.00

17. G71 PALE PLUM (SUB-SHADE)
BW 72L(1)ib, die 2 perforated OS a
very rare stamp as stated on the Michael Drury Certificate, Cat value is
$1,000, have never owned an example
of this stamp…………………….$849.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS

21. 1/- LARGE LYREBIRD SG 140 AND 140a, both
shades including the yellow green both MUH and superbly fresh for………………………………………..$149.00

22.KGV1 3D BLUE COMPLETE SET SG 167-186, All
dies complete Mint Unhinged set (6) for……......$ 419.00
23.1949 ARMS SG 224a-d in mint unhinged set.$139.00
24. 5/- CATTLE BOTH PAPERS SG327 and SG327a both
unhinged and well centred for …………………….$ 89.00
AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS
*These are our prices for the Australia Post yearbooks
complete with MUH stamps, all listed in stock now!
We have quite a few LEATHER EDITIONS in stock including—1986,88,89,91,92,93,95 and 2000,2008 -which
you can buy for our list price for the standard editions
25. 1981 complete with stamps……………….. …………$11.00
26. 1984 complete with stamps ………... ………………..$16.00
27 . 1985 complete with stamps…………………………….$14.00
28. 1988 complete with stamps……………………………$22.00
29. 1989 complete with stamps ………………………….. $23.00
30. 1990 complete with stamps……………………………$25.00
31. 1991 complete with stamps …………………………..$18.00
32. 1992 complete with stamps…………………………...$25.00
33. 1993 complete with stamps …………………………..$21.00
34. 1995 complete with stamps …………………………..$24.00
35. 2000 complete with stamps …………………………..$43.00

18. MINT UNHINGED COMPLETE SET OF KGV all
housed in black leather covered black padded stock
book. all watermarks and perforations, all dies all Unhinged, the odd very minor fault mostly on very low values. All 72 values included. The Small Multi 4 1/2d is
cto as is usual as the stamp really does not exist mint.
There are some stunning examples including 4d Lemon,
1d Red die 2, 4d Blue, 1/4d all wmks (4) and perforations. The odd less expensive stamp has a minor gum
fault but easily replaced at this price… I have seen lesser quality stamp sets like this sold for in excess of
$5,000++ a bargain lot as shown for……..…..$ 3,299.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
19. 6d ENGRAVED KOOKA SG 19 A
superb Mint Unhignged example, nicely priced at ……………………...$ 145.00
20. 1928 KOOKABURRA MINI-SHEET
SG 106a Mint Unhinged……….$ 179.00

36. 2008 complete with stamps …………………………..$ 65.00
37. 2020 complete with stamps ………………………...$ 150.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in—try a box today!
38. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
39. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
40. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
41. THE ISOLATION—SAVE ME BOX…………….$749.00
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

